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Voluntary Stewardship Program Updates 
 The VSP is a non-regulatory, incentive-based method of critical area protection.  

 

 Take an anonymous producer survey to help us 

learn about your conservation activities. Your 

responses will show that Douglas County agriculture 

protects critical areas through voluntary conservation, 

preventing the need for future regulations. 
 

 We are hosting a series of community workshops (see 

table below) throughout Douglas County to provide details on the VSP and answer your questions. At these 

meetings, we will inform you on how to participate in VSP, give a tutorial on how to use the online critical 

area map, and offer the producer survey. We always appreciate an RSVP, but it is not required. 
 

Questions and RSVP to Aaron Rosenblum 509-423-5990 arosenblum@fostercreekcd.org. Find the interactive 

map and take the producer survey online at www.fostercreekcd.org/programs/voluntary-stewardship-program/ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

What’s in Your Well? 
 

Well water is important because there are few, year-round surface water sources for drinking and irrigation in 

Douglas County. However, these wells are at risk for contamination by nitrate that can soak deep into the 

ground to the aquifers. Contaminants come from crop fertilizers, yard care, and animal or human waste. Nitrates 

are harmful for humans and livestock as it reduces the blood’s ability to carry oxygen. It is especially dangerous 

for pregnant women and infants. It also creates toxic algae blooms, which can kill fish in waterways. Just use 

ACT to protect yourself and others from nitrate well contamination: 

 Avoid loss: Test your soil before fertilizing to add the right amount and 

type, at the right time and place. Irrigate so that your crops or lawn 

receive only what they need at the right time and rate. 

 Control runoff: Keep the nitrogen you add in place and safe from 

washing away with yard mulching, reduced till farming, and by planting 

vegetative barriers around fields. Manage animal and chemical waste by 

treating it, recycling, or safe storage.    

 Trap pathways: Plant vegetation in the route nitrogen and sediment 

could escape your property or fields. Conservation cover, field borders, 

and grassed waterways could block nutrients from moving into streams, 

groundwater, and wells.  

Location Date Time Place and Address 

East Wenatchee February 27 2:00 - 3:30 p.m. 
Douglas County PUD Auditorium 

1151 Valley Mall Pkwy. 

Coulee City March 12 10:00 -11:30 a.m. 
Fire Station meeting room 

317 W. Main St. 

Grand Coulee March 12 2:00 - 3:30 p.m. 
City Hall 

306 Midway Ave. 

Mansfield March 22 2:00 - 3:30 p.m. 
Town Bar and Grill 

34 Main St. 

Bridgeport March 22 10:00 - 11:30 a.m. 
City Hall 

1206 Columbia Ave.  

Check out the WA Dept. of 

Ecology well nitrate map for the 

wells near you: 

https://arcg.is/qLKqz 

 

Our VSP booth at NCW Fruit Days January 2019 

 

https://arcg.is/qLKqz


 

      VSP Producer Spotlight 
 

Welcome to the first VSP producer spotlight. We interviewed a local operator about the ways they protect 

critical areas on the land. To start out this series we talked with Tim Behne, a retired cropland and rangeland 

producer south of Mansfield.  
 

 What practices have you implemented (or installed) on your farm for conservation and why? 

One of Tim’s most prevalent conservation practices since the mid-1980s to today, is the enrollment of his 

cropland into CRP1 and SAFE2. However, “most improvements have been with the [rangeland] pastures.” His 

inspiration to make changes came during a drought year when he compared his pasture to a conservation 

easement across the fence, and didn’t like the look of the family land. In 2002, while Tim was working for the 

Foster Creek Conservation District (FCCD), he volunteered his operation for a pilot Habitat Conservation 

Plan.  Former-FCCD employee Keith Gunther developed the plan, which became Tim’s primary guide for 

improvements. Presently, Tim is working with current FCCD employee Elizabeth Jackson to receive an 

incidental take permit with an updated Habitat Conservation Plan.  
 

Tim’s rangeland plan began in 2006 with a fence to divide the two pastures into 

four units. These units shared water access to move cattle smoothly between 

pastures.  Then, he added a pipeline from a new well at the house to supply 

water to the east side of the rangeland.  Once the pastures were divided, he 

began a grazing plan to improve grass forage (biomass) and participated in 

NRCS3 programs including GRP4, EQIP5, and SGI6. “In 2007, I began monitoring 

my pastures, which I am continuing today.”  NRCS provided cost-share on all 

pasture improvements, the fence and pipeline. When fire swept the neighbor’s 

easement, the flames were stopped more easily in Tim’s pasture, “where the growth was less dense.” With a 

grazing plan, Tim found a balance between reducing fuel with grazing and sustainable pasture growth.  
 

Tim continues to improve pasture use and water access today. For example, his rangeland is enrolled in a SGI 

program under a Rest-Defer rotation. He will rest each pasture for one year and not graze the following year 

during the bunchgrasses’ critical growing period of March – July.  “This program includes adding a solar pump 

to [one of] the pastures for a new stock water trough scheduled for this year.” Also, you can find Tim spot 

spraying and releasing biological controls to reduce noxious weeds, such as, Dalmatian toadflax. 
 

 Who would you recommend contacting to start conservation 

practices on their land?  

“FCCD and NRCS are my main contacts for these practices.”   
 

 What is the best and worst outcome you have experienced from 

implementing conservation practices?  

“I’ve had mostly good outcomes once the [rangeland] pasture was 

divided; it made everything possible. Probably the worst outcome was 

an attempt to graze CRP during a drought year.”  By the time the cows 

were released on it, the grass had gone to seed and there was no green 

vegetation for them to eat.  
 

1) Conservation Reserve Program (CRP); 2) State Acres for Wildlife Enhancement (SAFE); 3) Natural Resources Conservation Service 

(NRCS); 4) Grassland Reserve Program (GRP); 5) Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP); 6) Sage-Grouse Initiative (SGI) 

Caddy and Bentley trot in their pasture. 

 

Native grass seeded in CRP 

 



Direct Seed Producer Spotlight 
We interviewed Ed Townsend of T3 Ranch, a multi-generational and family run operation located on the 

Colville Reservation, about their experience with direct seeding. Their land is all direct seed dryland with 

rotation and summer fallow. The ranch also has cows and irrigated ground. Half the ground is fine sandy loam 

the other half are basaltic-based soils.  

 Why did you decide to start using a direct seed system? “Dad began toying with no till in 1985. We had 

numerous early design drills, Maybuster, JD 750, C-pak and the Lewiston’s drill. We had enough of soil erosion 

in our conventional fallow, then trashy fallow, and aid to tillage (ATT). We would spray, wait, cultivate, and by 

seeding, the soil was flour-like in texture. We didn’t have good success early on. We didn’t have either the 

equipment or knowledge to understand direct seed is a systems approach, not a drill approach. In fall 2005, 

we had a Labor Day wind that sent our fields aloft followed by a 2-day inversion. We could see from the ranch 

that our fields hung over Omak. Enough was enough. In 2006 we bought a bigger 90’ sprayer and rented a 

+AgPro drill. In 2008, we bought a self-propelled sprayer and C-pak drill. We had average yields.”  

Ed’s approach to farming changed when he met Leslie Michel in 2010, a Soil Conservation Service soil scientist 

in Okanogan, and saw Ray Archuleta speak about soil health. “Understanding a systems approach began to fall 

into place. This is not just about spraying weeds and 

seed placement. Soil biology, rotations, compaction, 

equipment technology…. are all part of the equation.”  

“We no longer farm just fields, we farm soil types. 

Those that are fallow friendly and those that are not. 

We have the tools now to treat sandy soils separately, 

and if we can’t put together a profitable crop rotation, 

we’ll plant those [soils] to grass for the cows.”  

T3 Ranch is also experimenting with an in-line 

subsoiler that breaks up hardpan that remained even 

after they quit chiseling in 2000. They hoped that direct seed and rotations would cure compaction, but “after 

10 years, we finally admitted tillage pan was our #1 limiting factor. Moisture, soil, and plant health were 

arrested in the top 6 inches. In 2017 we used an in-line, not a v, ripper that had very low surface disturbance 

and handled rocks better than any tool we ever pulled. We’ve reset the clock on our soils. If we follow up 

correctly, it will generally be a one pass treatment.” 

 What are some positive and negative outcomes you’ve experienced while direct seeding? “We may 

actually leave our ground in a condition where future generations won’t shake their heads at what we use to 

do.” These past 5 years, Ed has learned more and felt his interest in farming reinvigorated. A negative 

outcome is the badger holes start stacking up, as they can’t till them under. Also, “I 

take more time spraying and seeding the crop because I’m spending more time on 

my hands and knees digging stuff up,” to understand what’s going on in the soil.  

 What advice would you give someone who was considering switching to a direct 

seed system? “Talk to those who are early innovators and don’t be isolated. It’s not 

all about yield. You need an attitude that it will work and it takes more mental 

effort. When doing conventional till, we absolutely knew we had to have a dust 

mulch for moisture. But now we know that’s a fallacy. You need to be open-minded and willing to adapt direct 

seed to your field. The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over expecting different results.” 

Automated manure spreaders 

in the stubble fields.  

 

A shovel-full of wheat roots in a test plot where half the field 

was in-line subsoiled (L) and half was not (R). 


